Vaulting Box & Gymnastics Bench Accessories
Top rated

10-year
guarantee

sport-thieme.com

Karina wrote:
“Very easy to assemble
and use.”
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Four swivel
castors
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With automatic lowering mechanism:
STOP

GO
Without load: mobile
Without load: mobile

With load: will not move

1 Sport-Thieme Safety Moving Device

Developed to prevent improper use and to provide
more safety when transporting vaulting boxes. The device can carry the entire weight of the vaulting box,
making it easy to move around. As soon as any weight
is added to the vaulting box the device lowers automatically – the vaulting box stands on its feet and is not
mobile. Once the weight is removed, the device will rise
again and the box can be moved. Once the vaulting box
has been moved, it can be lowered onto the sturdy feet
by using the operating lever. The box must only be used
for gymnastics when lowered. Sturdy metal construc-

Exclusive to
Sport-Thieme

Slide-in operating
lever
10-year
guarantee

2 Sport-Thieme Swivel Castor Kit
tion with four smooth-running swivel castors. With automatic lowering mechanism and adjustable springs.
Reduces wear of the boxes. Can be retrofitted to all
DIN-standard boxes. With comprehensive assembly instructions. 10-year guarantee!
71 121 7344 
Each
Approved by TÜV Austria, certificate no.: 0331-PS16-123.4-Z

The four swivel castors make moving vaulting boxes
around the sports hall safe and easy, even for children.
The kit can also easily be fitted to your existing vaulting
boxes. Comes with instruction manual. Maximum load
110 kg. Base of box not included. 10-year guarantee!
For 4-, 5- and 6-part boxes
71 121 7302
Each
Approved by TÜV Austria, certificate no.: 0331-PS16-123.4-Z
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3 Sport-Thieme Transport Castors
for Gymnastics Benches

5 Sport-Thieme Gymnastics Bench
and Vaulting Box See-Saw

Expand the functions of your gymnastics benches and
vaulting boxes with a few tricks. Easy to assemble: simply turn the gymnastics bench so that the sitting surface
is facing down and place the see-saw sections on each
end of the bench. Alternatively, the wooden skids can be
Approved by TÜV Austria, certificate no.: 0330-PS16-123.6-Z
attached to the upper part of the vaulting box. The skids
4 Sport-Thieme Rubber Protectors
have separate openings for this. Side sections made of
for Gymnastics Benches
birch plywood (21 mm), rungs made of ash, 35 mm.
Suitable for all gymnastics benches with a material thick- LxW: 55x15 cm, approx. 3.5 kg (pair). Can hold up to
ness of 30 mm, approx. 70x70 mm.
150 kg (incl. bench / box top).
71 121 9021 
Set of 2 71 259 3005-1 
Each
Makes moving gymnastics benches child’s play. Also
easily fitted to existing gymnastics benches. Includes assembly instructions.
71 121 8914 
Pair

Don’t forget to order:
Rolling bar slide, page 343

44 For varied gymnastics
44 High-quality craftsmanship
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10-year
guarantee

6 Sport-Thieme Transport Trolley
for 1- and 3-Part Vaulting Boxes

The ideal trolley for small boxes. The easy and safe way
to transport up to six small vaulting boxes. It can be
stored away in the equipment room without taking up too
much space. With four double-swivel castors. Vaulting
boxes not included. (LxW): approx. 149x74 cm. 10-year
guarantee!
71 131 1307 
Each
Approved by TÜV Austria, certificate no.: 1903-PS19_290_Z

7 Sport-Thieme Mounting Rung

For attaching to vaulting boxes and Kombi boxes. Attachments onto the rung itself may include: rolling bar slides,
page 343, parts from the gymnastics construction kit
system, page 340 and parts from the Erzi balance system, page 345. The attaching parts may be up to 61-cm
wide. With metal hooks at both ends. Distance between
the metal hooks: 80 cm, width: 2.5 cm. Made of robust
birch plywood. Rung made of ash, ø 35 mm. Can hold up
to approx. 100 kg. LxWxH: approx. 87x20.5x20.5 cm.
3 kg.
71 139 8104 
Each

8 Replacement Rubber Padding for Vaulting Boxes

Four rubber feet, ø 60 mm, approx.
15 mm high, white.
71 155 8122 
Set of 4

Please contact us for prices and shipping costs.

